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There is no doubt that Kashmir Valley is one of the most beautiful destinations in India. A land of
recurrent water-bodies, lush tropical forests, snow-laden mountains and undisputed spiritual solace,
Kashmir is rightly dubbed as the â€˜Paradise on Earthâ€™. When plains in India feature scorching
summers, thousands of people flock to this verdant valley to relish a well-deserved holiday into the
real lap of Mother Nature. And Kashmir, with its wealth of natural beauty, amazing tranquility and
religious grandness, never disappoints them showering its riches upon every visitor.

Kashmir is globally famous due to its scintillating tourism attractions and wonderful sightseeing
spots. Majestic Himalaya Mountains, lively colorful vales, cascading waterfalls and serene lakes
here provide the feasts to the eyes, while interesting cultures and places of historical importance
reflect the wealthy past of the valley. Someone who takes a Kashmir package has a range of
tourism attractions to explore. Some of them are detailed below.

Srinagar: Obviously picturesque, Srinagar is one of the much-preferred tourist attractions in North
India.  Located in the heart of Kashmir Valley, itâ€™s the summer capital of Jammu & Kashmir state
scenic beauty and tranquilizing effect of that leave its mark on every visitor. A Srinagar package lets
the travelers explore an exotic range of tourism attractions. Riding through the famous Dal Lake into
a traditional Shikara boat is the experience of a lifetime, especially for honeymooners who come
here for a romantic rendezvous. Apart from that, gorgeous Mughal Garden, and Nishant and
Shalimar Bagh are the popular places for a fun-filled holiday and excursion. Some places of spiritual
significance like Jama Maszid and Hazratbul Mosque are also worth exploring during a Srinagar trip.

Gulmarg: Beauty of this place is hard to describe in words. The marvelous creation of the God
almighty, Gulmarg is a dream destination for millions of backpackers throughout the world.
Fascinating slopes with colorful flowers, snow-capped Himalaya peaks, enchanting waterfalls and
scrumptious climatic conditions in Gulmarg make it a paradise for nature lovers. Besides this, a
range of exciting sports such as gliding, trekking and golfing here invite adventure buffs in hoards.
Visit to Gulmarg gives the tourists an opportunity to explore numerous wonderful attractions
including the Alpather Lake, Shrine of Baba Reshi and Khilanmarg Valley etc. 

Pahalgam: No matter whether you want to have a romantic tour with your spouse, a family-friendly
holiday or a vacation full of adventures, Pahalgam makes it all. A beautiful hill resorts surrounded by
majestic Himalaya peaks, this place has a unique lure to invite tourists of all natures. From a river-
side picnic to trekking towards verdant valleys and socking up the cool climate to wandering through
lively markets, you can enjoy a range of activities here. Moreover, if youâ€™re fit enough to trek rough
paths of Himalayas, you can head out to the holy Mansrower Lake or even the amazing Amarnath
Cave. However, this journey is possible only in summers from June to August.
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range of a Kashmir holiday packages like a Srinagar packages and a Leh packages at industry
leading prices. Buying your suitable Srinagar package, you can ensure having a hassle-free tour to
the wonderful valley of Srinagar.
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